Define I d to be the average rainfall intensity inside duration d and denote by I d,u = (I d -u| I d > u) the excesses of I d above a certain threshold u. Since rainfall is an intermittent phenomenon, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of I d , F I d (i), can be modeled as
where P 0 is the probability of zero rainfall and F I d |I d >0 is a theoretical CDF that adequately fits the non-zero rainfall intensities in the empirical record.
Commonly used distribution models for (I d | I d > 0) include the Gamma (Pearson III), log-Gamma (log-Pearson III), skewed normal (i.e. a normal distribution fitted to the Box-Cox transformed data), and lognormal; see e.g. Swift and Schreuder (1981) Kedem et al, (1990a,b; 1997) , Shimizu (1993) , Katz (1999) , Cheng and Qi (2002) , Cho et al. (2004) , Shoji and Kitaura (2006) , , , Suhaila and Jemain, (2007) .
For rainfall excesses I d,u = (I d -u| I d > u) above a properly selected threshold u, commonly used distribution models include the exponential, Gamma, lognormal, Weibull and generalized Pareto; see e.g. Rosbjerg et al. (1992) , Onof and Wheater (1994) , Cameron et al. (1999 Cameron et al. ( , 2000 , Madsen et al. (1997a,b; , Puliga (2006, 2009) .
The reviewed manuscript presents an approach to model the distribution of I d assuming that (I d | I d > 0) has generalized Pareto (GP) distribution with location parameter e = u = 0.
The scale, a -0 , and shape, ξ -0 , parameters of the GP distribution and the probability of zero rainfall, P -0 , are obtained by following the procedure below. 1) Use different thresholds u j to fit a GP distribution model to the rainfall excesses I d,u j 2) for each threshold u j , estimate the probability P u j = P[I d ≤ u i ] and the scale, a u j , and shape, ξ u j , parameters of the GP distribution, 3) for each j, use theoretical relationships based on properties of the GP distribution to calculate the parameters (P 0,j , a 0,j , ξ 0,j ) from the parameters (P u j , a u j , ξ u j ) obtained in step 2, 4) obtain a -0 , ξ -0 and P -0 as the median values of the estimates calculated in step 3. The suggested methodology to model the distribution of I d was applied to 217 time series of daily rainfalls, each with more than 40 years of complete recordings, collected by the Sardinian Hydrological Survey (Italy). The method showed good performance in reproducing the empirical distributions of daily rainfalls at different locations, even in the case of heavily quantized (i.e. rounded off) data. This is an attractive feature of the suggested approach, since currently used methods to fit theoretical distribution models to rainfall excesses require specification of an optimum threshold that is difficult to determine when the data are heavily quantized.
Contribution and audience
The reviewed manuscript presents a methodology to model the average rainfall intensity inside duration d, I d , using results obtained by fitting a theoretical distribution model to rainfall excesses I d,u = (I d -u| I d > u) above a wide range of thresholds u. The subject is of interest to a wide audience of hydrologists and, definitely, within the scope of the Journal.
Technical soundness, organization and style
The manuscript is technically sound and well written. In addition, all Figures and Tables are necessary.
Prior publication
To my knowledge, neither the same nor very similar work has been published elsewhere.
Recommendation
For the reasons mentioned above, it is recommended that the paper is published in HESS after minor revisions. A list of comments and suggestions is presented below.
General comment 1:
The reviewed manuscript presents an approach to model the marginal distribution of the average rainfall intensity, I d , inside duration d. Note that by modeling the marginal distribution of rainfall intensities, one cannot resemble several statistics of the rainfall process, including its autocorrelation function, the alteration of wet and dry intervals and, more in general, any joint distribution function of rainy and/or non rainy intervals in the record. That said, I suggest the author changes the title of the manuscript to: "A multiple threshold method for fitting the generalized Pareto distribution to rainfall data".
General comment 2:
As stated in the Paper summary, in my opinion, the most attractive feature of the presented approach is that it gives good fits to the empirical distribution of I d even for heavily quantized data. I suggest the author highlights this feature of the method in both the Abstract and Introduction.
General comment 3:
In a recent study, Veneziano et al. (2009) showed that, for multiplicative processes such as rainfall, the excesses, I d,u , of I d above any finite threshold u have not yet converged to a GP distribution. That said, even if a GP distribution provides good fits to the rainfall excesses over different thresholds u, the estimated shape parameter is larger than that calculated asymptotically as u → ∞. I suggest the author mentions the findings of Veneziano et al. (2009) in the introduction, since they strengthen his arguments in fitting a GP distribution over a wide range of moderate thresholds, rather than selecting a single high threshold.
General comment 4:
Change: exceedances of thresholds
To: exceedances over thresholds This comment applies to the whole manuscript.
General comment 5:
The font size used in all figures is small. I suggest the author increases the font size to assure readability of the figures in the final version of the manuscript.
Specific comment 1 (page: 4958; lines: 9-10):
In the suggested approach, the probability of zero rainfall P 0 is estimated theoretically based on the corresponding parameters of a GP distribution fitted over a wide range of thresholds u > 0. That said, P 0 can be seen only as a distribution parameter and it is not expected to adequately model the probability of zero rainfall in the empirical record. For this reason, I suggest the author rephrases his statement "… which is able to describe zero and non-zero values of rainfall time series by assuring a perfect overlapping with the GPD…" to something more conservative such as "…which assures a perfect overlapping with the GPD…" 
